
RECIPE  
INSPIRATION.

RECIPE FOR
CARE.

PATTERN NOTES.

This yarn is designed to have a low pilling* quotient however, its tough to 
avoid forever. Pilling occurs as a natural result of friction. A careful snip with 
scissors will restore your item to its original glory. If required, gently hand 
wash in cold water then lay flat in the shade to dry.

Handle with care and try not to bring into contact with sharp objects.

*Pilling does not constitute a defect
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christmas sack pattern.

approximately 40cm x 37cm
(Size will depend on your tension, a medium /tighter tension is 

recommended for this project.)

This sack is made in one piece. You will knit a tube  
with circular needles.

abbreviations.

CO – Cast On
K – Knit

BO – Bind off

ingredients.

1 x 2ply  bump 1 x set of 28mm 
circular needles

recipe.

recipe created by. 
The lovely Tina Rubie 

Follow Tina       theforeverfarmhouse

using 28mm plump & co circular knitting needles

CO 24 stitches 

Join to form round, ensuring that your stitches are NOT twisted on
your needles. (Placing stitch marker is optional as you will be able to tell 
where each round begins by the position of the cast on tail of wool)

Knit 16 rounds (ensure you have enough wool left to sew bottom seam and 
create draw string if desired)

Adjust number of rows for this as your knitting tension allows

Bind off (BO) loosely

The top of your sack will roll down

to make up sack

Using ladder stitch (or desired stitch , sew bottom of sack together. (I left 
the cast on seam showing, rather than sewing it completely to be hidden 
inside the sack)

Using a length of 2ply wool, knot each end and weave through every 
2nd or 3rd stitch of third top row of sack to create draw string

Decorate with air clay tag or embellishment of your choice.
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